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About This Game

CHAOS CODE -NEW SIGN OF CATASTROPHE- is a simple yet highly flexible hi-speed 2D Fighting game, where players
can enjoy the thrill of fighting with all the flashy moves!

There are 7 game modes in the game. Online play is also available for players connected to the internet.
Choose from 16 unique characters, and fight in the Rank Matches to claim the top!

Each of the 16 characters have 4 more additional moves, where players can choose and pick 2 out of it during Character
Selection. Find a combination that best suits you!

Also, in the "Color Edit" Mode, you can even customize the color scheme of your character for greater personality!
Other game modes include "Arcade Mode", "Versus Mode", "Mission Mode" and more.

Players can also access the "Network Mode" and battle with one another over the internet at the luxury of your home!
Defeat all other players and be the top ranker!
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Title: CHAOS CODE -NEW SIGN OF CATASTROPHE-
Genre: Action
Developer:
FK Digital, Arc System Works
Publisher:
Arc System Works
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 7900 GT or better / AMD Radeon X1900

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct Sound

English,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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FOR EVERYONE WITHOUT SOUND:

 Install OpenAL www. openal .org/downloads/
(Its not within newer windows versions, that´s why there is no sound)

ALSO:
FOR PEOPLE WITH LAGS/FREEZES EVERY 5 SECONDS:
(Especially for WIN10)
The problem is caused by a bugged input device that should be non-existing.
Go to device manager
look for:"input devices (Human interface devices)"

Inside should be 3 "HID-compliant consumer control devices"
Go to everyone of them and check their designation
(right click , Properties , details , click the second option)

Then look for one that looks like this/ends with 0002: HID\VID_0B05&PID_17FD&MI_01&COL03\7&18A20B22&0&0002
Then disable it

I'm not responsible, of course, for any damage caused by this.

I got this fix out of the forums, and it worked for me.
Tell me in the comments if it worked for you.
Upvote this so people (especially every new buyer) can see this.. After several scenarios in which i had not the slightest clue
what i am doing i started finally to get a grip. The game reminds me of Tropico & 3rd Millenium. It's rather a fast paced game if
i don't care to read all the texts included. Though it has only 4 scenarios to choose from the own decisions dictate the further
ongoings, which increases the game's replayability. I have fun playing this game especially because the scenarios go for only 13
up to 16 turns. & i like it also that it's not placed in a fantasy world but relates to reality. There is one negative point, i have to
use my mouse to navigate because the game doesn't react to the navigation with the Wacom Pen i usually use. I would also
prefer if the game would be less text based & use instead pictures to illustrate the happenings, because the rather coarse design
is quite appealing.. Locomotion uses trackpad head direction only, as opposed to trackpad hand movement direction like in
every other VR game for Vive. This makes it frustrating when you're trying to walk and look in another direction at the same
time, and I do that a lot. The graphics don't look great, but they don't look bad either. The scale of everything in the game can
sometimes look a little off. The audio is lacking. I hear my own footsteps louder than almost everything else in a disaster
situation!? It's just jarring when audio is clearly missing from things, objects fall onto the ground in silence, etc, etc. The frame
rate also constantly dipped a little bit. It's a minor dip, yet frequent enough to be annoying.

I stopped playing about 15 minutes in the game because the key card I needed to open a door disappeared after climbing into a
vent. The card didn't respawn back in it's default location. I'm going to refund this one unfortunately. It does have the potential
to be a decent experience if they fix these issues.

My specs:
GTX 970
I5-6600k
16GBs RAM. 150MB download.. Did i seriously just pay $11 for a redirecting program that takes me to a website :(. One of the
best RTS in recent years. Each faction has its unique features and can provide unique experience. Combats are slower than SC2
and a good strategy is much more important than micromanagement. The optimization should be improved when there are a lot
of units in the screen. Highly recommend to all RTS fans!

PS: Teleporting buildings is awesome!
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First off, stunning graphics! I can\u2019t compare to the first two titles in this series because I never played them; I liked the
storyline and stealth-action style gameplay. For me, it took about 12 hours to complete the story mode while doing some side
missions. Maybe one day I\u2019ll go back and complete this 100% \ud83d\ude05. *Gnome Seal of Approval*
Cute platformer. You're Clyde and you're trying to escape the lab. In order to do that, you have to make clones of yourself and
combining the DNA of animals to gain special abilities. Such as a chicken for flight or monkey for climbing.

The negative:
Lack of a high resolution option.
Lack of customizable controls.. It's fun and challenging but way to hard, one life and you don't really gain much life back. I
would prefer if it had a more forgiving mechanic but it is a platformer after all. I will say that the underworld is COMPLETE
bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. ONE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up and your hard work is destroyed........ 0.3
Hours In:

Goscurry is relentlessly unforgiving. Early game mistakes are common, throwing f-bombs at the game loses its value and blood
pressure rises despite the advice to "relax". I want to send this game to both my friends and my enemies, it's that awesome.

Buy it already.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. For less than a dollar, it’s really worth giving a go. You'll love this game if you're a
legit puzzle game fan.
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